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PURPOSE. Leading causes of irreversible blindness such as age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and glaucoma can, respectively, lead to central or peripheral vision loss. The
ability of sufferers to process visual motion information can be impacted even during
early stages of eye disease. We used head-mounted display virtual reality as a tool to
better understand how vision changes caused by eye diseases directly affect the processing of visual information critical for self-motion perception.
METHODS. Participants with intermediate AMD or early manifest glaucoma with nearnormal visual acuities and visual fields were recruited for this study. We examined their
experiences of self-motion in depth (linear vection), spatial presence, and cybersickness
when viewing radially expanding patterns of optic flow simulating different speeds of
self-motion in depth. Viewing was performed with the head stationary (passive condition)
or while making lateral-sway head movements (active conditions).
RESULTS. Participants with AMD (i.e., central visual field loss) were found to have greater
vection strength and spatial presence, compared to participants with normal visual fields.
However, participants with glaucoma (i.e., peripheral visual field loss) were found to
have lower vection strength and spatial presence, compared to participants with normal
visual fields. Both AMD and glaucoma groups reported reduced severity in cybersickness
compared to healthy normals.
CONCLUSIONS. These findings strongly support the view that perceived self-motion is differentially influenced by peripheral versus central vision loss, and that patients with different visual field defects are oppositely biased when processing visual cues to self-motion
perception.
Keywords: virtual reality, vection, presence, age-related macular degeneration, glaucoma

V

isual motion processing is critical for perceiving and
controlling our self-motion through the world in a variety of situations (e.g., walking or driving a car). However,
motion perception is a visual function that is not routinely
assessed in clinical settings. Glaucoma and age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) are both leading causes of
severe vision loss and legal blindness in both Australia
and worldwide.1–3 Early detection is particularly important,
because De Moraes and colleagues4 found that even a 30%
loss in visual fields can have a significant impact on healthrelated quality of life. Because motion perception is typically associated with peripheral visual field, it is often overlooked in those with AMD. In early stages of glaucoma, functional vision loss may not be detectable, particularly in cases
of preperimetric glaucoma.5 Although visual acuity typically
remains intact in earlier stages, complete vision loss occurs if
left untreated.6 It is estimated that 50% of people with glaucoma remain undetected.7,8 This may also hold true with
motion perception because numerous studies have shown
that motion perception was impaired despite normal visual
acuity and visual field results.9,10 In this study, we consider
the functional implications of central and peripheral visual

field impairments on the processing of visual motion in the
perception of self-motion.
Normal healthy visual perception of self-motion depends
on the neural processing of optic flow information that
is generated when we move relative to other objects
in the environment.11 Research on self-motion perception
has often studied illusory self-motion generated by visual
displays that present optic flow patterns that artificially
simulate different forms of self-motion to stationary participants.12 “Vection” is the term used to describe these visual
illusions of self-motion.12 Although these illusions have been
traditionally induced and examined in stationary observers,
vection is now increasingly examined in active, moving
observers.12 These illusions are important for understanding how individuals visually perceive (and control) their
self-motion through the environment. The visual stimulus
for vection is global optical flow.11 Because this stimulus
provides information about the relative motion between the
observer and his/her surrounding environment, deficits in
optic flow processing can distort the perception of selfmotion. Studies have found that the experience of vection
depends on the characteristics of this optic flow (i.e., the
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area of visual motion stimulation, the spatial and temporal
frequency, the presence of visual jitter, and even the exposure time).13–19 Eye movements are also known to have an
effect on vection by altering the observer’s retinal motion,
which can alter the perceived strength and direction of
vection.20–24 These perceived vection biases also affect the
perceived distance travelled and can also influence gait
and walking speeds.25–27 Hence, the visual perception of
self-motion and behavioral responses to this information
depends not only on optic flow, but also on the complex
pattern of eye movements and the precise pattern of retinal
motion generated across a participant’s visual field.
Research has shown that the stimulation of the peripheral visual field plays an important role in the experience of
vection. Brandt et al.,28 who originally proposed the “peripheral dominance theory,” compared the vection induced by
stimulating their observer’s central and peripheral visual
fields with optic flow consistent with self-rotation (circular
vection). Their findings supported the notion of two distinct
features of motion processing, which they deemed as focal
(object perception and motion) and ambient (posture and
self-motion). Subsequent studies assessing circular vection
have maintained the proposal that object motion is primarily driven by the central visual field, and visually induced
self-motion and body orientation are driven by the peripheral visual fields.13,28 The impact of the peripheral visual
field on vection is further highlighted by Keshavarz and
colleagues,29 who found that a large dome-like display or
multiple displays arranged in a three-dimensional (3D) structure generated stronger experiences of vection compared
with a single screen displayed centrally. However, Palmisano
and Gillam30 reported that circular vection is influenced
by the interaction of the spatial frequency of optic flow
and the eccentricity of the visual stimuli. They showed that
most compelling vection was experienced when high spatial
frequency patterns were presented centrally and low spatial
frequency patterns were presented peripherally. However,
this study did not use stable central fixation, but rather a
fixation guide that allowed the eyes to move over a short
range.
Other researchers conducting studies on linear vection
have shown that vection can be induced by stimulating
the central visual field, and that the experience of visually induced self-motion may actually be independent from
the retinal eccentricity of the motion stimulation.17,30,31 For
example, Andersen and Braunstein17 explored the effects
of both the speed and location of motion stimuli (by varying different visual angles in the central radial flow field
simulating linear self-motion in depth) to see at which point
self-motion is induced. They were able to elicit the experience of self-motion by stimulating small areas of the central
visual field using a radially expanding pattern in depth. Their
success in inducing self-motion in depth was attributed to
the optic flow pattern representing 3D structure in depth.
Similarly, Nakamura and Shimojo32 found that centrally
presented visual motion with stable fixation generated
magnitudes of horizontal linear vection that were at least
as strong as observed with peripherally presented motion
of the same optical size. Tarita-Nistor et al. 33 explored
the role of central fixation on the processing of radially
expanding motion simulating linear self-motion in depth.
They found that vection strength was similar during central
and peripheral motion during stable central fixation. When
participants viewed displays freely without fixation, vection
for peripheral motion was unchanged, but vection increased
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in response to centrally presented motion.33 Hence, vection
appears to invariably depend on peripheral visual motion
but may be modulated by central visual motion information
during fixation.
Ocular diseases causing vision impairment in the form of
field loss may differentially influence the visual processing
of central and peripheral motion information for the perception of self-motion. Whereas eye diseases such as age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) impact the central visual field,
eye diseases such as glaucoma impact the peripheral visual
field. Given that there may be differential effects of these
central and peripheral impairments on motion processing,
it has become clinically valuable for vision scientists to
consider how these vision impairments affect the perception of self-motion.
Virtual reality (VR) appears to provide a convenient,
portable and safe method to systematically alter the pattern
of retinal motion generated by optic flow when observers
are immersed in realistic virtual environments.34,35 Much of
the previous research on vection has used either large physical devices (such as rotating drums or swinging rooms) or
presented visual motion stimulation to observers using large
computer-generated external displays.13,15,30 Only recently
have there been studies using head-mounted displays
(HMDs) to vection in depth.36–39 The portability of these
devices offers improved accessibility for evaluating visual
function. Recent HMD VR studies with patients have found
that motion perception is either similar40 or enhanced41
in those with bilateral central vision loss caused by AMD,
compared with normal vision. It was postulated that those
with AMD are more sensitive to their peripheral vision
because of compensation of the deficit in their central
visual field. In other work with patients having early stage
glaucoma (i.e., a decline in peripheral visual field sensitivity), researchers presented rotatory visual motion simulating
angular rotation around the viewing axis on the Oculus Rift
HMD.42 No difference in vection strength was found between
glaucoma patients and controls on vection strength estimates. However, they did find that patients with early-stage
glaucoma had longer vection onset latencies (indicative of
poorer vection), compared to age-matched normal participants. Hence, motion perception appears to be a potentially valuable area of clinical testing apart from conventional
means, which could play more of a role in earlier detection
and management of ocular diseases.
One potential limitation of the use of HMD VR in vision
assessment is their potential to generate cybersickness—
the adverse symptoms include nausea, dizziness, and other
asthenopic and motion sickness–like symptoms.37,43–45 The
degree to which participants report experiences of cybersickness appears to depend on the amount of sensory
conflict that is generated between visual and vestibular
systems.46,47 For example, increasing the display lag in
updating the visual scene generates sensory incompatibility between visually simulated head movements and physically sensed head movement by the vestibular system.48–50
Another potential implication of visual field defects on
perception is the experience of spatial presence—the experience of “being there” in the virtual environment.51–53 In
recent work, the magnitude of spatial presence was found
to decline under conditions where cybersickness had reportedly increased.50 It is possible that the dependence of presence on sensory conflict might be differentially influenced
by different types of visual field defects. Despite numerous
studies investigating vection, presence, and cybersickness in
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TABLE. Characteristics of Observers

No. of participants
Mean Age ± SD
No. of females (males)
Mean Binocular Visual Acuity (LogMAR) ± SD
* Stereoacuity (Arcsec) ± SD
Mean Deviation (dB) ± SD
Right
Left

Normal

Glaucoma

Age-Related Macular Degeneration

Total

16
66.06 ± 9.05
5 (11)
0.08 ± 0.12
55.60 ± 26.82
—

19
66.84 ± 6.30
8 (11)
0.08 ± 0.08
77.67 ± 45.39

17
66.41 ± 7.21
10 (7)
0.09 ± 0.11
71.25 ± 45.49
—

52
66.49 ± 7.32
23 (29)
0.09 ± 0.11
79.46 ± 73.64
—

−2.10 ± 1.58
−1.68 ± 1.58

SD, standard deviation.
* Mean stereoacuity and standard deviation calculated in participants who could perceive global stereopsis.

HMDs, there has been limited research in this area involving
participants with eye diseases affecting different parts of the
visual field.
In this study, we focused on the impact of AMD and
glaucoma on vection, presence and cybersickness measures.
Observers were presented with a display showing a radial
flow pattern simulating self-motion in depth in HMD VR.
They viewed these displays while having their head stationary or while generating active head movements with or
without ecological compensation (i.e., whether the radial
flow display compensated for head movements). We manipulated ecological compensation to systematically vary the
degree of visual-vestibular sensory conflict generated when
viewing the visual displays.19,54 We expected that increasing sensory conflict would reduce vection strength.46,55
We further expected that the increases in sensory conflict
would increase the likelihood and severity of reported cybersickness48,49 and reduce the experience of spatial presence.50,51,56 We hypothesized that those with early manifest glaucoma would experience reduced vection strength,
presence, and cybersickness compared with those without known eye disorders. This prediction was anticipated
because of their associated deficit in peripheral visual field
sensitivity. It was also hypothesized that those with AMD
would experience similar or enhanced vection strength,
presence and cybersickness compared with those without
known eye disorders as the sensitivity of their peripheral
visual field would be maintained.

METHOD
Procedures were approved by the Human Research Ethics
Advisory panel at University of New South Wales. All
procedures were conducted in accordance with the Human
Research Ethics Advisory panel at University of New South
Wales Sydney guidelines and regulations and approved
protocol, as well as adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed written consent was received by
all participants.

Participants
Fifty-two naïve adults (23 females and 29 males) between
the ages of 51 and 80 (66.49 years old ± 7.32) participated in this study. All participants had visual acuities of
LogMAR 0.3 (Snellen 6/12) or better in the worse eye with
or without correction (legal requirement for private unconditional driving in Australia). They had no prior vestibular dysfunction and were not prone to motion sickness.
Participants who were diagnosed with either early glau-
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coma by an ophthalmologist (glaucoma subspecialty) or
intermediate age-related macular degeneration in both eyes
by optometrists using the Beckman classification scale,57
were recruited from the Centre for Eye Health Glaucoma
Management Clinic or General Clinic (see Ly et al. for glaucoma58 and retinal59 clinic models), respectively. Criteria
for diagnoses were set after consultation with ophthalmologists. Those with intermediate AMD were diagnosed based
on structural findings of having large drusen > 125 μm or
any macular pigmentary abnormalities and absence of any
neovascularization or geographic atrophy. Participants with
glaucoma were diagnosed by structural assessment of the
optic nerve and nerve fiber layer in combination with functional outcome measures (mean deviation, pattern standard
deviation and glaucoma hemifield test) from the Humphrey
Visual Field Analyser 3 (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA,
USA) using SITA-Standard 24-2 paradigm. The Mills criteria60
was used to categorize of glaucoma severity. Those with no
pathology were recruited by responding to an advertisement
distributed across Sydney, Australia, and via social media.
All participants were screened for their visual acuity using
a standard Bailey-Lovie LogMAR Chart calibrated for 3 m,
with their stereo-acuity using a Random Dot Stereo Acuity
Chart with Lea Symbols (Vision Assessment Corporation,
2007), observer’s pupillary distance, and ocular health by
an experienced clinician. Participants were excluded if they
had a history of amblyopia, strabismus or cataracts worse
than grade 2. Participant characteristics are shown below in
the Table. Additional participant vision functions are shown
in Supplementary Table S1.

Display Generation
Displays simulating illusory self-motion in depth (vection)
while facing forward (pure radial optic flow) were created
using our custom software developed using Visual C++ and
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. This software used OpenGL
and the Oculus Rift CV1 SDK. A spherical 3D cloud (of
radius approximately 3 m) was populated with 18,432 blue
squares (ranging in optical size from 0.25° to 2.5° with proximity to the observer) and was simulated to surround the
observer. The blue squares moved in a radial pattern from a
focus of expansion at varying stepwise speeds (either 0, 1,
2, or 3 m/s). A small green central target was used to orient
observers to ensure they were facing the appropriate direction. A fixation target (small white dot) was set slightly below
the focus of expansion. A baseline modulus was developed
as a reference (passive viewing with set speed “2 m/s”)
for observers to view before the trials. Each speed setting
was calibrated so that the blue squares would travel in their
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respective meters/second (m/s). Three questions appeared
directly, after each self-motion simulation, which were used
to rate the participant’s vection, presence and cybersickness
for the trial. Vection was rated on a vertical scale ranging
from 0 (completely stationary) to 100 (if they felt they were
moving like if they were sprinting). Presence was rated on a
vertical scale between 0 (completely disconnected from the
virtual world and still feel like they’re in the physical world)
and 20 (completely within the virtual world) and was based
on previous published studies.61,62 Cybersickness was rated
based on the Fast Motion Sickness scale.63
The experiment consisted of a total of 12 trials (with all
speed settings) presented in randomized order. Each trial
was presented for 30 seconds. Displays either generated
pure radial optic flow without head movements (passive
viewing) or pure radial optic flow despite head movements
(active uncompensated viewing) or were compensated for
head movements consistent with a constant spatial direction
of self-motion (active compensated viewing). Passive viewing and active compensated viewing conditions produced
little or no visual-vestibular conflict whereas active uncompensated viewing conditions generated sustained visualvestibular conflict. An audible tone was delivered to the Rift’s
earpiece at a rate of 1 Hz for eight of the trials. The audible
tone signaled for the observer to sway (active viewing) at the
rate of metronomic sound. Yaw, pitch, and roll changes in
head orientation were recorded for all trials using the Rift’s
inherent accelerometers and gyros and were computed as
Euler angles in degrees.

Procedure
The Oculus Rift (CV1) HMD pupillary distance was adjusted
to match the pupillary distance measured during screening.
Participants only wore their distance optical correction (if
any). Each participant was seated, and the HMD was placed
on the observer until a comfortable fit was achieved. The
observer was asked to adjust the head-mounted device vertically until the Oculus Home page was most clear. The device
was then tightened to a comfortable point using the attached
Velcro.
The experimenter instructed the observer of the steps
involved in the example and experiment. The experimenter
initiated the example modulus trial to the observer before
the experimental trial to ensure they understood the task,
as well as provide a baseline comparison. During each of
the displays, the observer was asked to orient themselves
using the green central target. They were then asked to
fixate on the white fixation target during the presentation
and concentrate on the experience (if any) of illusory selfmotion in depth. The observer was asked to sway (interaural translational head movements) when an audible metronomic tone was heard in the earpiece of the Oculus Rift and
remain stationary when there were no audible tones. The
observer was asked to grade the level of vection, presence,
and whether they felt sick in order to get used to the method
of answering using the directional keys and spacebar on the
provided keyboard.

Statistical Analyses
Analyses were performed using the statistical programming language R (R version 3.6.1; Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria) and GraphPad Prism (Version
8.0.0; GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).
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RESULTS
Head Movement Analysis
Participant head movements were analyzed (detailed in
Supplementary S1 and Fig. S1) to ensure that any eye group
effects on vection, presence, and cybersickness were due to
their visual function and perception (as opposed to differences in their head movements). Similarly we wanted to
ensure that head movements amplitudes and frequencies
were comparable in the compensated and uncompensated
active viewing conditions. We examined the variance of head
movements using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
found no significant differences within each eye group for
each speed (F3,45 = 0.62, P = 0.60) and viewing conditions
(F1,15 = 1.97, P = 0.18). No significant differences were also
found using unpaired two-tailed t-tests between the AMD
(t31 = 1.57, P = 0.13) and glaucoma groups (t33 = 0.96, P =
0.34) with the normal groups.
We then examined whether perceived vection strength,
spatial presence, and cybersickness varied across the three
active/passive viewing conditions and the four simulated
speeds in healthy participants without known eye disorders,
participants with intermediate AMD, and participants with
glaucoma (Fig. 1).

Vection Strength
Vection strength increased with increasing simulated speed
of self-motion for all viewing conditions in each group
(Figs. 1a–1c). Perceived vection strengths were similar across
all viewing conditions except the slow speed passive viewing condition (Fig. 1b). Three-way mixed model ANOVA
was performed to compare the effects of simulated speeds
and viewing condition across all eye condition groups on
perceived vection strength.
We found main effects of simulated speed (F3,147 =
356.61, P < 0.0001) and eye condition group (F2,49 = 13.52,
P < 0.0001) on perceived vection. A significant interaction
between simulated speed and eye condition on perceived
vection (F6,147 = 6.00, P < 0.0001) was also found. There was
a trend for viewing condition to impact perceived vection;
however, this was not significant (F2,98 = 2.45, P = 0.09).
No other significant interactions were found between these
variables.

Spatial Presence
Spatial presence slightly increased with increasing speed
for each viewing condition in each group (Figs. 1d–1f).
However, perceived spatial presence plateaued in the AMD
group at higher speeds (Fig. 1e). A three-way mixed model
ANOVA was performed to compare the effects of simulated speeds and viewing condition across all eye condition
groups on perceived spatial presence.
A main effect of simulated speed (F3,147 = 34.32, P <
0.0001) was found on perceived spatial presence. There was
an effect of viewing condition on perceived spatial presence, but this only just reached statistical significance (F2,98
= 3.08, P = 0.05). Eye conditions did not significantly impact
perceived spatial presence (F2,49 = 0.98, P = 0.38). No significant interactions were found between these variables.
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FIGURE 1. Mean vection (top row), spatial presence (middle row), and cybersickness ratings (bottom row) plotted as function of simulated
speed for each of the viewing conditions (passive radial, active radial, and active compensation) and for each eye group (normal, age-related
macular degeneration, and glaucoma). Error bars: Standard error of the mean.

Cybersickness
Cybersickness was similar across all speeds for each viewing condition in each group (Figs. 1g–1i). Participants typi-
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cally reported either no symptoms or low severities in cybersickness. Cybersickness was greatest in the active uncompensated radial condition. A three-way mixed-model ANOVA
was performed to compare the effects of simulated speeds
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FIGURE 2. Difference plots for vection score (a and d), presence rating (b and e) and cybersickness (c and f) during passive and two active
viewing conditions. Top row: Comparison between age-related macular degeneration group and healthy participants (a, b, and c). Bottom
row: Comparison between glaucoma group and healthy participants (d, e, and f). Error bars: 95% CI.

and viewing condition across all eye condition groups on
cybersickness.
Viewing conditions were found to have a main effect on
cybersickness (F2,98 = 9.83, P < 0.001). There was also a
significant interaction between viewing condition and eye
condition on cybersickness (F4,98 = 2.62, P < 0.05). However,
simulated speed (F3,147 = 1.50, P = 0.22) and eye condition
(F2,49 = 2.23, P = 0.12) did not significantly impact cybersickness. Active uncompensated viewing conditions resulted
in more severe cybersickness compared with active compensated and passive viewing conditions.

Correlation Statistics
Pearson’s product-moment correlations were performed to
compare the relationship between the above measures
across all groups. There was a weak positive correlation
between perceived vection strength and presence (r = 0.30,
P < 0.05). The correlations between cybersickness and presence (r = −0.05, P = 0.72) and perceived vection strength
(r = 0.02, P = 0.86) were not significant.
We performed further analyses to compare the differences of vection scores, perceived presence and cybersickness in all viewing conditions between either age-related
macular degeneration or early manifest glaucoma groups
with those without eye disease (Fig. 2). Those with intermediate AMD reported relatively higher vection scores
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compared with healthy participants when motion in depth
was simulated (M = 11.99, 95% confidence interval [CI]
[5.95, 18.04]) (Fig. 2a). However, these participants reported
lower experiences of vection strength during all “no motion
in depth” viewing conditions and low-speed passive viewing condition (M = −6.44, 95% CI [−12.49, −0.40]). They
also perceived higher spatial presence in the low and
middle simulated speeds (M = 2.09, 95% CI [0.47, 3.71])
(Fig. 2b). There was no statistical difference during lowspeed passive viewing, and all no simulated speed and the
fastest speed viewing conditions. Those with age-related
macular degeneration also reported less experiences in
cybersickness compared to healthy participants, particularly
in active conditions (M = −2.03, 95% CI [−2.47, −1.60]).
(Fig. 2c). We performed follow-up statistical analyses using
N serial successes method to determine minimum population proportions64 by comparing the differences of each
successive participant from the mean normal response. It
was extrapolated that 37% to 74% of those with intermediate AMD would have enhanced experience of vection during
passive and active viewing of simulated motion in depth.
Those with early manifest glaucoma reported relatively
lower vection scores compared with healthy participants
(M = −11.07, 95% CI [−18.37, −3.77]) (Fig. 2d). Differences
were significant for all viewing conditions and speeds except
for the low speed active uncompensated viewing condition (M = −2.90, 95% CI [−8.97, 3.17]). They also reported
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similar or lower perceived presence, particularly in the faster
speeds of the passive and active uncompensated viewing
conditions (M = −1.57, 95% CI [−2.77, −0.37]) (Fig. 2e).
Those with early manifest glaucoma also experienced either
similar or less cybersickness compared to healthy participants (M = −1.35, 95% CI [−2.14, −0.57]) (Fig. 2f). Similarly,
it was extrapolated that at least 37% to 74% of those with
early glaucoma would have lower experiences of vection.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we demonstrated the effects on self-motion
perception of early eye diseases that differentially affect
central or peripheral visual fields. Our results show that
participants who were diagnosed with early manifest glaucoma reported lower perceived vection strength and spatial
presence compared with healthy participants. In contradistinction, participants who were diagnosed with AMD experience higher perceived vection strength and spatial presence compared with healthy participants. Both AMD and
glaucoma groups reported reduced severity in cybersickness
compared to healthy normals.
Our results demonstrated significant effects in selfmotion perception despite having near normal visual
acuities or visual fields. Our results support previous studies which found that self-motion perception is either similar40 or enhanced41 in those with bilateral central vision loss
compared with normal vision. Our participants have earlier
presentations of AMD where marked central vision loss was
not observed. It is postulated that those with AMD are more
sensitive to their peripheral vision because of compensation of the deficit in their central visual field. This highlights
that there may be early functional changes within the retina
that would otherwise be missed as a result of conventional
testing. This further highlights an issue in current standard
clinical assessment whereby patients are potentially missed
for having visual problems. This encourages a more holistic
approach in visual assessment to ensure patients with eye
disease are receiving the best management.65
On the contrary, those with early manifest glaucoma
reported a reduction in perceived vection strength. Previous studies have demonstrated preferential damage to
the magnocellular pathway in glaucoma.66 Because motion
perception is predominantly mediated by the magnocellular pathway, this leads us to believe that motion perception
is impaired in patients with glaucoma. Traditionally, visual
function in patients with glaucoma have been described
as “peripheral vision loss.” This occurs in the form of
scotomata in the periphery, whereby, patients would have
“black spots” in their vision forming tunnel vision. Recent
studies have demonstrated that visual perception is not what
was first thought and appears to the patient more like “blur,”
“grayed out,” “white,” or “cloudiness” patches.67–69 Interestingly, visual field deficits in glaucoma are not limited to
the periphery, but rather also affect the central visual field
as well.70 Zhang et al.71 explored the effects of reduced
contrast and field of view on object motion and self-motion.
They reported that reduced contrast affects the perception of
object motion but not of self-motion, whereas field of view
affects the perception of self-motion and not object motion.
The combination of central and peripheral field changes,
as well as changes in contrast may reduce retinal stimulation and hence impair perceived self-motion in depth. This
further suggests that perhaps our methods of conventional
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clinical testing should be reassessed and improved on for
earlier detection of functional deficits.
The present study found that perceived spatial presence was relatively enhanced in the AMD group and similar or relatively reduced in the glaucoma group compared
with healthy normals. This may be explained by our ability to perceive a 3D environment by using ambient spatial
processing in the peripheral vision.72 It is thought that those
with AMD may experience a higher level of immersion
within a 3D space as their peripheral vision remains intact.
As ambient processing relies on the magnocellular pathway, this may explain why those with glaucoma perceive
reduced spatial presence. We also found a positive relationship between the experience of spatial presence and the
percept of self-motion in depth across all groups. These findings are consistent with previous studies that have reported
a similar positive relationship.73,74 This may also account
for the differences observed in the percept of self-motion
in depth between groups.
We found that symptoms of cybersickness were similar across all simulated speeds. These findings support
Palmisano et al.37 who found that there was no significant relationship between vection and cybersickness. Interestingly, we also found no significant relationship between
spatial presence and cybersickness. Our participants typically reported either no cybersickness at all (Fast Motion
Sickness score of 0 out of 20) or relatively weak cybersickness ratings if they did develop symptoms. Participants
also found it difficult to judge whether mild symptoms were
indicative of actual cybersickness. One possible trigger for
cybersickness is visual-vestibular/visual-nonvisual sensory
conflict. The visual scene on our retinas are thought to be
stabilized by automated eye movements during head movement.75 The display within an HMD is generated by factoring
in head displacement through the use of in-built head tracking technologies. System limitations such as system lag or
calibration errors could result in inconsistencies in the visual
and inertial information leading to sensory conflict. Even at
low latencies of lag (<5 ms), which are achievable on recent
Oculus Rift HMD models, mild symptoms of cybersickness
were still reported.49
There was also a trend for viewing condition to impact
both perceived vection and spatial presence across all
groups. As previously mentioned, there may be a hypersensitivity in the peripheral visual field in those with AMD
because of a central visual field deficit. This, in addition to
sensory integration, may further enhance perceived vection.
Similarly, if we account for the role of peripheral visual
fields in both vection and spatial presence, then any peripheral visual field loss, leading to reduced sensory input and
sensory mismatches, would disadvantage those with glaucoma in experiencing vection and spatial presence. These
findings highlight that those with different eye conditions
may experience varied sensory conflict and, hence, have
altered perceptual experiences. Furthermore, we found that
the passive versus active viewing conditions only had a
significant impact on cybersickness. This supports the above
sensory conflict theory that sensory mismatch will generate more symptoms of cybersickness, as viewing conditions
were manipulated to vary sensory conflict (or sensory integration).
Participants with AMD or glaucoma reported relatively
lower severity in symptoms of cybersickness compared
with normal participants. Cybersickness was more likely
to be experienced after active head movements without
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ecological compensation (active pure radial) and the difference between AMD and glaucoma and normals was greatest
in this viewing condition. It has been documented that the
severity of glaucoma45 and AMD46 may progress in one eye
more than the other. This may lead to an imbalance of retinal
stimulation and reduced binocular vision such as stereopsis,
despite being fully corrected for refractive error. This finding also supports a recent report that found that monocular viewing reduces cybersickness severity.48 The increased
severity of cybersickness during binocular conditions may
be explained by sensory conflict caused by display artefacts that are generated and only visible during binocular
viewing. This may be an inherent issue secondary to the
asynchronous time warp used by Oculus that is designed
to reduce the display rendering times following head movements.48
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that self-motion
perception is differentially biased in patients with early eye
disease. HMDs offer great utility to better understand motion
processing in virtual environments for those with early eye
disease impacting their central and peripheral visual fields.
This is the first study to investigate the effects of two leading
causes of irreversible blindness on the perception of linear
self-motion in HMD virtual environments. It would be of
benefit in the future to ascertain the extent to which other
types and severity of ocular disorders disrupt the sensation
of retinal motion and bias perception of self-motion in the
real world.
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